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The History  of  “Humanitarian Warfare”:  NATO’s  Reign of  Terror  in  Kosovo,  The
Destruction of Yugoslavia

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, March 27 2016

It  is  now  well  established  that  the  war  on  Yugoslavia  was  waged  on  a  fabricated
humanitarian pretext and that extensive war crimes were committed by NATO and the US.

The Armenian Genocide: An Open Wound

By Sungur Savran, January 28, 2016

April 24, 1915, hundreds of Armenian intellectuals, politicians and community leaders were
rounded in Istanbul (or Constantinople as it was then called in the West) by the Ottoman
state, to be subsequently sent to exile from which most never returned. This was the signal
that  set  off  a  chain  of  events  that  ended  in  a  tragedy  the  like  of  which  has  rarely  been
witnessed in the annals of modern history.

Libya Then and Now: An Overview of NATO’s Handiwork

By Mahdi Darius Nazemroaya, March 04, 2016

In  2011,  as  the entire  world  watched the Arab Spring in  amazement,  the US and its
allies, predominantly  working under the banner of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO)  and  the  Gulf  Cooperation  Council  (GCC),  militarily  overran  the  Libyan  Arab
Jamahiriya.

History as Propaganda: Why the USSR Did Not “Win” World War II

By Michael Jabara Carley, March 24, 2016
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The title of this article is intended to be ironic because of course the Red Army did play the
predominant role in destroying Nazi Germany during World War II. You would not know it,
however, reading the western Mainstream Media (MSM), or watching television, or going to
the cinema in the west where the Soviet role in the war has almost entirely disappeared.

History  as  Propaganda:  Why the USSR Did  Not  ‘Win’  World  War  II.  Failed Nazi
Blitzkrieg against the Soviet Union

By Michael Jabara Carley, March 27 2016

While MSM lays the blame on Stalin’s «alliance» with Hitler for starting World War II, it takes
the  opposite  tack  in  the  fighting  of  the  war  by  ignoring  the  Soviet  role  in  destroying  Nazi
Germany.
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